Campus Council on Academic Standards and Curriculum Meeting  
Jan 28, 10am-12pm via Zoom

Present: Grace Lasker (chair), Cheryl Gordon, Ceri Nishihara, Hazel Asuncion, Avery Shinneman

Guests: Jung Lee, Pam Lundquist, Jillian Hopson, Rachael Gilchrist

Curriculum Reviewed:

B BUS 569  
Intro to Game Theory  
CCASC Recommendation: nuance the differences between 4 credit and 5 credit. Ensure justification is not just that undergrad are 5 credit, grad are 4. Need further. Matching learning objectives match to syllabus/kuali and match between 469 and 569. “Compute” vs. “Study”.  
CCASC Decision: Pending, back to chair

B BECN 469  
Intro to Game Theory  
CCASC Recommendation: same as 569  
CCASC Decision: Pending, back to chair

BIS 424  
Pacific Northwest History  
CCASC Recommendation: remove “scheduled to come”. Make sure they match.  
CCASC Decision: Pending, back to chair

UG-CSSE-MINOR  
CSSE  
CCASC Recommendation: will invite Josef to next CCASC meeting  
CCASC Decision: Pending

Currently, CCASC is listed as an approving body on all programs, courses (new and changes) …even though EC actually reviews new programs, not CCASC. Does CCASC want to play a role in reviewing new courses, programs.

GFO Meeting: [https://www.trumba.com/calendars/bot_faculty?eventid=149694102](https://www.trumba.com/calendars/bot_faculty?eventid=149694102)

Minutes submitted by Dawn Moncalieri  
Meeting adjourned at  
Next meeting will be Feb 11, at 10am